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the 3.3 remix "we've spent a long time working on this," said hideki anno in newtype, "the 3.3 remix is a great way to show our progress in the future. i hope that you enjoy the remix, and the work we've put into it." "it'll give you a taste of the future," hideki anno also said. "but don't think that the 3.3 remix is a new movie. it's
not. you'll be seeing the world of evangelion through a new lens." the 3.3 remix has been referred to as a "rebuild" of evangelion. it contains most of the same episodes as the first three movies, including: "pilot," "gag," "the end of evangelion," and "the end." it includes a new ending and includes new scenes and animation.

more importantly, the release of the 3.3 remix comes about a month after death was released. to the casual viewer, that would seem to be a little odd. but to evangelion fans, it makes perfect sense. this is just the beginning of a big, multi-part announcement for the future of evangelion. and on a personal note, the 3.3 remix is
one of my favorite anime episodes of all time. i've seen it in japanese and english dub, and i love them both. my favorite thing about the 3.3 remix is, it shows you how far the evangelion story has come. it shows you what evangelion would be like, if it had continued to evolve. all the while, the two major characters of the story

continue to be more and more heartbroken by their losses. death is available in both the english subtitled and english dubbed version for $4.99 and $9.99 respectively on amazon prime. eoe is available for $8.99 and $19.99 on amazon prime and hulu, respectively. the end of evangelion is currently only available in english
subtitled on amazon prime for $4.99. the blu-ray disc is currently only available on amazon prime for $29. 5ec8ef588b
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